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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Providing lifestyle interventions to patients with impaired 

glucose regulation (IGR) has been shown to be an effective strategy to reduce 

the large societal burden of disease caused by type 2 diabetes (DM2). As IGR is 

asymptomatic this requires a screening effort, which will inadvertently also 

identify undiagnosed DM2 patients. Given current treatment protocols, early 

treatment of the latter category of patients is however not cost-effective. Our 

aim is to investigate to what extent the costs of treating newly detected DM2 

patients can be offset by providing lifestyle interventions to IGR patients.

METHODS: A model-based evaluation was conducted to estimate the 

difference in downstream costs and health effects as a result of the provision 

of lifestyle intervention to IGR patients and standard glycemic control to 

DM2 patients that would be identified as a result of a structured screening 

program for IGR in the general population. The characteristics of the 

treatment population identified through such a screening were taken from 

a large general population cohort in The Netherlands.

RESULTS: In our base-case analysis, treating patients identified in a 

population wide IGR screening resulted in an incremental downstream costs 

of €827.34 and 0.03509 Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs), resulting in an 

incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of €23,576 per QALY. Screening 

started to become cost-effective (i.e., ICER < 20k per QALY) when at least 2 

IGR patients are enrolled in an intervention for every DM2 patient identified.

CONCLUSION: The favorable effects of providing lifestyle intervention in 

IGR patients are insufficient to offset the additional costs of early treatment 

in DM2 patients. The treatment of patients identified in a screening for IGR 

may therefore not be considered cost-effective.
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INTRODUCTION

Reducing the growing burden of disease and societal costs of type 2 diabetes 

(DM2) has increasingly received attention over the past decade. Numerous 

studies have indicated that the prevention or delay of onset of DM2 in patients 

with impaired glucose regulation (IGR) could be achieved at acceptable 

costs by means of lifestyle intervention programs.1–3 IGR is a condition 

in which fasting and/or postprandial blood glucose levels are abnormally 

elevated, but are still below levels defined as established DM2. As IGR is an 

asymptomatic condition, identifying individuals with IGR would require 

population wide screening. Since both conditions are defined by the same 

diagnostic test, screening would also identify previously undiagnosed DM2 

patients. Contrary to the case for IGR, there is considerable doubt that the 

identification and treatment of screen detected DM2: in their recent report, 

patients under current protocols is cost-effective. It has been found that the 

lead time of screening (the period between diagnosis as a result of screening 

and otherwise clinical diagnosis) is relatively short.4,5 This short period of 

additional treatment has no significant effect on mortality or cardiovascular 

complications.6–8 These insights caused the UK national screening committee 

to take a more negative stance on screening for DM2 compared to their 

previous report in 2007.9 Although the standard treatment for DM2 is not 

particularly costly, the lack of effects are likely to lead to an unfavorable cost-

effectiveness ratio.

A policy dilemma thus arises, as it is currently not clear whether the 

unfavorable cost-effectiveness of treating screen detected DM2 patients 

can be offset by the favorable cost-effectiveness of treating patients with 

IGR. Nevertheless, screening for IGR has already found its way into several 

guidelines.10–13 Prior to broad implementation, however, insight in the cost-

effectiveness of IGR screening is urgently needed. Accordingly, we set out to 

examine the combined cost-effectiveness of providing lifestyle intervention 

to patients with IGR and standard care to screen detected DM2 patients, 
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while incorporating the recent evidence of very limited effects of early 

treatment in DM2 patients. Additionally, we examine the effects of various 

combinations of lead time and effects of early treatment in DM2 patients on 

the cost-effectiveness for different proportions of IGR and DM2 patients in 

the treatment population (that is, the population of patients enrolled in a 

treatment as a result of the screening program).

METHODS

Decision context

We conducted a model-based evaluation to estimate the difference in 

downstream costs and health effects as a result of the provision of lifestyle 

intervention to IGR patients and standard glycemic control to DM2 patients 

that would be identified as a result of a structured screening program for 

IGR in the general population. The cost perspective taken was that of the 

healthcare system. We assumed that the screening would target the general 

population between ages 45 and 75, as suggested in a number of existing 

guidelines.10,13 The treatment population in our analysis was based on data 

from the PREVEND Groningen study, a cohort drawn from the general 

population in the city of Groningen in the Netherlands.14 In this cohort, IGR 

and DM2: were defined on fasting plasma glucose levels (IGR: >=6.1 and <7.0 

mmol/L, DM2 >=7.0 mmol/L).

Figure 1: Disease progression model
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Model structure

A patient level non-homogeneous discrete time Markov model15 (i.e., a discrete 

time Markov model whose transition probability matrix depends on patient 

characteristics and is updated each model cycle) of the disease progression 

of patients was used to estimate the change in costs and quality adjusted life 

years (QALYs) as a result of lifestyle intervention or treatment after screening. 

The model has three alive states (IGR, DM2, and complications) and a dead 

state (Figure 1). The alive states reflect the blood glucose level of the patient 

(IGR or DM2) and whether diabetic complications have occurred. Only 

progressive transitions (from IGR to DM2 and from DM2 to complications) are 

allowed. The rationale behind this is that, in practice, once a patient reaches 

a more severe disease state, he or she will incur the additional healthcare 

costs, reduced health related quality of life, and increased risk of death even 

if an improvement in the glucose metabolism, i.e. a reversion to the IGR state, 

would be achieved.16 From each of the alive states, patients can die.

The DM2 state was subdivided in a treated DM2 state and several temporary 

states indicating untreated DM2. Temporary states are states in which a 

patient can only reside for one cycle that we used to model the predefined time 

spend with undiagnosed DM2. A recent study estimated the time between 

onset and diagnosis of DM2 at 4 to 6 years.5 We therefore used 4 temporary 

states for untreated DM2 in the base case scenario, to represent 4 years 

between onset and clinical diagnosis. We assumed that during the first round 

of screening, patients would on average be identified halfway the duration 

of untreated DM2, thus 2 years after onset. In an analysis, IGR patients 

always started in the IGR state. DM2 patients either started in the DM2 state 

(treatment scenario) or in the 3rd temporary state (no treatment scenario).
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Transition probabilities

All parameters of the disease progression model are listed in Table 1. The 

transition probabilities from the transient health states to the dead state 

were dependent on the age and gender of the patient and were updated after 

each model cycle, whereas the transition probabilities between the transient 

health states were assumed to be time-independent and constant across all 

patients. In particular, we used Dutch gender specific life-table data per 5-year 

age group for the transition of both the IGR and DM2 state to the death state to 

reflect the recent findings that well controlled DM2 patients have a death rate 

similar to the general population.17,18 For the complication state, we increased 

this death rate with a relative risk of 2.13.19 The transition from the IGR to 

the DM2 state was based on the 7-year incidence of DM2 in impaired fasting 

glucose patients in the PREVEND cohort. Lastly, the transition from DM2 to 

the complication state was estimated by fitting a competing risks model on 

the event rates in the ROSSO cohort.20

Lifestyle intervention costs and effects

We modeled a lifestyle intervention as implemented in the Finnish Diabetes 

Prevention Study (DPS), both for costs and effects.21 We assumed that there 

was a steady effect of the intervention during the period the intervention 

was provided, and a linear decline of its effect once the intervention was 

stopped. Based on the median intervention duration in the DPS, we modeled 

an intervention period of 4 years. The DPS had a total follow up of 8 years, at 

the end of which an intervention effect was still observable.21 We therefore 

assumed an 8-year linear decline of effects after stopping the intervention, 

resulting in a total effect duration of 12 years. We used the risk reduction found 

in the DPS at 8 years and fitted a steady intervention effect of 4 years and a 

linear decline of an additional 8 years on this figure. Costs of the intervention 

were based on the breakdown of intervention activities in the DPS25, for which 

Dutch unit costs were taken from the SLIM study.22 These costs were counted 
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Table 1: Parameter data

Parameter Value Source

Transition rates alive states

IFG to DM2 0.0350 PREVEND cohort data

DM2 to complications 0.0196 ROSSO420

Death rates Male Female

45 – 49 0.0018 0.0014

Dutch life table data17

50 – 54 0.0031 0.0024

55 – 59 0.0050 0.0039

60 – 64 0.0085 0.0060

65 – 69 0.0134 0.0090

70 – 74 0.0221 0.0143

75 – 79 0.0381 0.0242

80 – 84 0.0708 0.0467

85 – 89 0.1273 0.0918

90 – 94 0.2177 0.1756

95 > 0.3582 0.3219

Relative risk of dying when in  
Complication state 2.13 Gillies (2008)19

Intervention effects

Relative risk of developing DM2 0.53

Lindstrom (2006)21Duration steady intervention effect 4 years

Duration of linear decline  
intervention effects 8 years

Costs

Cost of intervention 1st year € 387.32 Lindstrom (2006)21

Cost of intervention 2nd to 4th year € 226.38
Lindstrom (2006)21 + 

Jacobs-van der Bruggen 
(2007)22

Costs DM2 state € 1,643.83
Mortaz (2011)16

Costs complications state € 4,230.08

Utilities

IFG 0.80 Mortaz (2011)16, Tapp 
(2010)23

Undiagnosed DM2 0.79
Mortaz (2011)23

DM2 0.79

Complications 0.70 UKPDS24

GP = General Practitioner; IFG = Impaired Fasting Glucose; DM2 = type 2 diabetes
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in both the IGR state and the temporary states, should a patient progress from 

IGR to undiagnosed DM2 during the 4 year intervention period. Once DM2 

was diagnosed, these patients were again assumed to be put on standard 

glycemic control like all other patients residing in the treated DM2 state.

State costs and utilities

The cost and utility estimates attached to the Markov model’s transient health 

states were taken from previously conducted economic evaluations (see Table 

1). The model estimates the difference in direct healthcare costs between the 

two scenarios. Costs were therefore taken relative to the IGR state. Patients 

with undiagnosed DM2 (temporary states) were assumed to have the same 

costs as IGR patients. All costs were converted and inflated to 2015 Euros. We 

used the utilities presented by Mortaz et al.16 for the treated and untreated 

DM2 states and those presented in UKPDS24 for the complication state. 

The largest assessment of health related quality of life in IGR patients was 

conducted within the Diabetes Prevention Program, though this included only 

patients with impaired glucose tolerance.26 We used the average of the gender 

specific utility values in our model. By doing this, the difference between the 

utility weights of the IGR and DM2 state is in concordance with the finding 

that the health related quality of life in IGR patients is just slightly higher than 

in newly detected DM2 patients.23

Disease prevalence and patient heterogeneity

The proportion of IGR patients in the treatment population for the base case 

was taken from the PREVEND cohort, and was 60.4%. A joint distribution 

of age and gender for each disease group was also based on those patients 

in the PREVEND cohort. This joint distribution was factorized as the 

conditional distribution of age given gender and the marginal distribution 

of gender (i.e. the proportion of each gender in both disease groups). The 

conditional distributions of age given gender were estimated by fitting a 
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Weibull distribution to the data of the four groups and are shown in Figure 2. 

The percentage of males in the IGR and DM2 groups were 60.9% and 61.7%, 

respectively.

Figure 2: Conditional distributions of age given gender. Bars show observed 
density in PREVEND cohort; line shows Weibull distribution fitted to PRE-
VEND data

Cost effectiveness

The difference in downstream costs and QALYs were calculated separately for 

IGR and DM2 patients. To obtain these outcomes for both groups, all possible 
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combinations of age and gender within the age interval of the treatment 

population (45 to 75) were entered into the model once (i.e. 45 year old male, 

45 year old female, 46 year old male, etc.) and subsequently were weighed with 

the probability of that combination as determined from the joint distribution 

of age and gender. Lastly, the proportion of IGR and DM2 patients in the 

treatment cohort was used to weigh the outcomes for the separate groups to 

obtain the total cost-effectiveness.

For each patient, the model was evaluated in cycles of one year over a lifetime 

horizon. At the end of each cycle, the costs and effects attached to each 

state were multiplied with the probability of the patient being in that state. 

The model was advanced one cycle by multiplying a matrix containing the 

probabilities of the patient residing in each state with a matrix containing the 

transition probabilities between states. The evaluation for a patient ended 

when there was a 99.5% probability that the patient had died. Costs and QALYs 

were both discounted at 3%.

Sensitivity analysis

There is considerable uncertainty regarding the exact lead time of DM2 

screening and the effect earlier treatment has on the disease progression of 

DM2 patients. Moreover, it is likely that there is a correlation between lead 

time and early treatment effects. Lead time represents the additional period 

of treatment in a screening setting compared to a non-screening setting. 

When this period of additional treatment is short, lesser effects are to be 

expected on the course of the disease than when it is long. Currently, no 

direct evidence on the relation between the length of lead time and treatment 

effects is available. Consequently, we performed a 2-way sensitivity analysis 

where these parameters are varied independently as well as simultaneously. 

Additionally, we examined how different proportions of IGR and DM2 patients 

in the treatment population impact the cost-effectiveness of treatment in a 

3-way sensitivity analysis.
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In the 2-way sensitivity analysis, lead time was varied between the base case 

value of 2 years and two additional scenarios of 3 and 4 years, in order to 

represent the upper estimate of the study from which we took the estimate 

for the base case, as well as the evidence of another study that estimated lead 

time at 3.3 years.4,5 This increase in lead time was modeled by increasing the 

number of temporary states in the model to 6 and 8, respectively. Effects of 

early treatment on the incidence of complications in DM2 patients was absent 

in the base case. In the sensitivity analysis, we added two scenarios where early 

treatment led to a relative risk for complications of 0.9 and 0.8. These effects 

were only modeled for those DM2 patients for which treatment is commenced 

earlier as a result of screening and not for IGR patients that develop DM2 later.

The effect of different proportions of IGR and DM2 in the treatment 

population was analyzed by weighing the outcomes of the 2-way sensitivity 

analysis for each disease with the proportion of that disease in the total 

treatment population. The analysis ranged from 40% IGR – 60% DM2 to 100% 

IGR – 0% DM2. We specifically explored the assumption that lead time and 

effects of early treatment are related by comparing the three scenarios where 

both parameters simultaneously increased (lead time 2 years – relative risk 

1.0, lead time 3 years – relative risk 0.9, lead time 4 year – relative risk 0.8).

RESULTS

Base case analysis

As such, enrolling screen detected IGR patients in a lifestyle intervention 

program appeared cost saving in our disease progression model. The 

difference in downstream costs of screening compared to no screening was 

-€664.79 while adding 0.05811 quality adjusted life year per patient. On the 

other hand, treating screen detected DM2 patients came at an additional cost 

of €3102.37 per patient without adding any QALYs. Weighing these results with 

the prevalence of each group in the treatment population led to an expected 

downstream costs and effects of screening compared with no screening of 
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€827.34 and 0.03509 QALY, respectively, resulting in an incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio (ICER) of €23,576.26 per QALY.

Sensitivity analysis

The resulting ICERs of all lead time and treatment effect combinations are 

shown in Table 2. When considered in isolation, changes in the lead time did 

not change the effects of treatment in both groups. A longer lead time reduced 

the average cost-saving in the IGR group to -€507.08 at 3 years and -€365.92 

at 4 years. At the same time, it increased the average costs associated with 

earlier treatment in the DM2 group to €4523.03 and €5861.50 at 3 and 4 years, 

respectively. As a result, the ICER for combined intervention and treatment 

increased drastically (Table 2, first column).

Table 2: Results of the 2-way sensitivity analysis (cost per quality adjusted 
life years gained in €)

Lead time Relative risk on developing complications
(years) 1.0 0.9 0.8

2 23,576.26 11,027.38 5,657.21

3 42,325.56 22,087.58 13,418.53

4 59,862.45 32,432.58 20,677.98

The reduced incidence of complications as a result of early treatment effects 

led to a reduction in costs and an increase in effects in the DM2 group. When 

lead time was kept at 2 years, a relative risk of 0.9 as a result of treatment led 

to an average cost of €2669.80 and a gain of 0.06159 QALY. A relative risk of 

0.8 decreased costs further to €2224.39 and DM2 patients gained on average 

0.12543 QALY. The ICERs of these scenarios were therefore lower than in the 

base case (Table 2, first row).

The proportion of IGR in the total treatment population had a very strong 

impact on the combined cost-effectiveness (Fig 3, left panel). In the extreme 
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case of a treatment population without DM2 patients, screening was dominant 

in all scenarios. The impact of the early treatment effect in DM2 patients was 

stronger when a larger proportion of the treatment population consisted of 

DM2 patients. For sake of clarity, the scenarios with 3 years lead time are not 

plotted in Fig 3. The ICER value in those scenarios was exactly in between the 

ICER value for the 2 and 4 years lead time scenarios.

The effect of simultaneously increasing lead time and effects of early 

treatment on the ICER depended on the proportion of IGR in the treatment 

population (Fig 3, right panel). When the proportion of IGR in the treatment 

population exceeded 65.5%, increased lead time and early treatment effect 

led to higher costs per QALY, as the negative effect of lead time on the cost 

saving of lifestyle intervention in IGR patients outweighed the benefits of less 

treatment costs and additional treatment effects in DM2 patients. This was 

exactly the other way around when the proportion of IGR in the treatment 

population was below 62.7%.

Figure 3: Outcomes of the 3-way sensitivity analysis . LT: lead time, RR: rel-
ative risk.
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DISCUSSION

We estimated the cost-effectiveness of providing lifestyle interventions 

to IGR patients and standard glycemic control to newly detected DM2 

patients identified through an IGR screening program. The resulting cost-

effectiveness ratio of €23576.26 per QALY is considered not to be cost-

effective by Dutch standards, which apply a €20,000 per QALY threshold for 

preventive interventions.27 The results from our sensitivity analysis showed 

that treating patients identified in an IGR screening program becomes cost-

effective when at least 2 IGR patients are enrolled in an intervention for every 

DM2 patient diagnosed in screening.

The results are very sensitive to the proportion of IGR patients in the 

treatment population. As lifestyle intervention in IGR patients is cost saving, 

a larger proportion of IGR patients makes the combined treatment more cost-

effective. Furthermore, the results are especially sensitive to the effects of 

early treatment in DM2 patients when a larger proportion of the treatment 

population consists of DM2 patients. Lastly, longer lead time of DM2 led to a 

higher cost per QALY. As lead time increases, the average cost of treatment 

of DM2 decreases due to additional years without treatment. As a result, 

there are less costs to offset by preventing the onset of DM2 through lifestyle 

intervention in IGR patients, which therefore becomes less cost-saving.

Our finding that providing a lifestyle intervention to IGR patients is cost 

saving is in concordance with previous studies.22,28,29 However, previous 

modeling studies assumed a positive effect on health related quality of life or 

a reduced complication incidence due to early treatment of screen detected 

DM2.16,19,30–32 Instead of being optimistic about these effects, we took a reverse 

approach by assuming nil effects, and assessing the impact of possible effects 

in a sensitivity analysis. As a result, we conclude that lifestyle intervention in 

IGR and early treatment of DM2 patient has a far less favorable cost per QALY 

ratio than previously reported. Previous modeling studies predominantly 
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relied on data gathered between two and three decades ago. Since those studies 

were conducted, lead time of DM2 has shorted and treatment of clinically 

detected DM2 has improved. Using evidence of those early studies therefore 

leads to an overly optimistic estimate of additional treatment effects in screen 

detected DM2 that would not be obtainable if screening would be initiated 

today. Our sensitivity analyses confirm the results of other studies that if early 

treatment of DM2 through screening would result in a substantial reduction 

of DM2 related complications, screening would become cost-effective. This 

is both the case when these effects are persistent over the entire duration 

of DM2, as some studies assumed16,19 (results shown), as well as when these 

effects mainly stem from an increased risk during the period of undiagnosed 

and untreated DM2, as others implemented32 (results not shown).

Notably, our current study did not include the screening program that 

precedes the provision of lifestyle intervention and treatment. As the cost 

of screening must be offset by the benefits of subsequent treatment, a 

cost-effective treatment in screen positive patients is a prerequisite for the 

initiation of such a screening program. For this reason, the current study 

was conducted to assess whether this prerequisite is fulfilled. Aside from 

the cost aspect, the screening strategy has an influence on the case mix of 

the treatment population. Our results provide an estimation of the expected 

treatment benefits under the assumption of population wide screening with 

a blood glucose test. Most guidelines, however, consider a stepwise approach 

where a high-risk preselection is made using a risk questionnaire. Such a 

strategy has an impact on the characteristics of the treatment population 

through the selection of those characteristics that are included as a risk 

factor. In particular, as age is a frequently used risk factor in questionnaires, 

this is likely to result in a higher proportion of older patients in the treatment 

population. Because lifestyle intervention become less cost-effective as age 

increases, this has an impact on the overall cost-effectiveness of intervention 

and treatment. Additionally, when screening is performed repeatedly, it has an 

impact on the prevalence of IGR and DM2 in the population. The first rounds 
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of screening will identify a large number of patients. This will eventually 

reach a steady state where the incidence of new cases equals the uptake of 

screening. In this steady state, the average age of the treatment population 

will be younger and the proportion of IGR patients will be higher than in the 

current cross-sectional data. Both aspects lead to a better cost-effectiveness 

of screening. However, in our study we only explored the impact of the latter.

As with any modeling study, our study also has to deal with uncertainty 

regarding the parameter values used. The parameters essential to our 

research question were included in the sensitivity analysis, but uncertainty 

is not limited to these parameters. In general, parameter uncertainty is 

often addressed by conducting a probabilistic sensitivity analysis, in which 

the uncertainty surrounding the parameters is expressed as a probability 

distribution. By performing multiple iterations with different parameter 

values drawn from these distributions, such a sensitivity analysis provides 

an estimate of the total effect of the parameter uncertainty. As our aim was 

to specifically assess the impact of short lead time, early treatment effects 

in DM2, and the proportion of IGR and DM2 patients in the treatment 

population, an estimate of the overall uncertainty would provide limited 

additional insight to answer our research question.

To conclude, we have shown that the combined treatment of screen detected 

IGR and DM2 cannot be considered cost-effective for the Dutch population 

under current conditions. We are therefore of the opinion that the apparent 

enthusiasm for IGR screening should be tempered and guidelines.
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